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about rachael
Global designer and creativity coach
Rachael Taylor is a renowned Print and Pattern Design
Innovator, Creativity Coach and the Co-founder and Course
Leader of the acclaimed online design school Make it in
Design. She has been working within the design industry for
nearly two decades and over the last 10 years Rachael has
developed an educational online platform and delivered many
comprehensive online design courses along with a members’
club. She has taught over 25,000 individual students across
100 countries.
She is a passionate creative and is often told that her teaching
style is infectious, friendly, honest, informative and
captivating. Rachael approaches her students with a sense of relatability and she has been told
that her teaching and coaching is more like “talking to an old friend who just happens to have a
vast amount of knowledge”.
Rachael regularly takes on commissions for various companies in the UK and overseas and she has
designed prints and patterns for almost every area in the marketplace. She is also a trademarked
brand with a number of licensed ranges worldwide.
Rachael also offers a one-to-one Creative Coaching service through her studio and she has been
fortunate enough to mentor a number of inspiring designers from all around the globe.
Her debut book, Power Up Your Creativity - Ignite Your Creative Spark. Develop a Productive
Practice. Set Goals and Achieve Your Dreams will be published late 2022.
You can also find Rachael on the UK government’s Anti-Copying in Design Advisory Council,
helping guide intellectual property law and she is their youngest yet extremely active member.
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about clayhill arts
Clayhill Arts began as an idea around a kitchen table in Nottingham in 2014.
Co-founders Michael and Deborah Parkes met there in 2006 and have worked across the arts,
hospitality and education sectors ever since.
During the summer of 2014 they had an opportunity to do something. Being frustrated with the
lack of quality training facilities and professional development support for artists and the creative
industries, they put their heads together and looked at what it was they could offer.
Renting a flat in Frome they took a month long journey around the county of Somerset in search
of a building to start their new idea.
They didn't know what the site was going to be called, but they did know it was going to be a type
of creative retreat, a residential learning space for the creative industries, with catering and
outdoor facilities.
After 30 days, 50 viewings and 2,500 miles, they found Clayhill Farm.
It was an instant connection, having everything they wanted and more, and they moved into the
farm in January 2015.
Work began on converting the old buildings in March 2016 with a team of local contractors.
September 2017 saw them complete the renovations and they opened to the public for the very
first time during Somerset Art Weeks as Clayhill Arts.
Since then they have been developing a programme of events to support artists in their
professional practice through training, residency and exhibition opportunity.
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about the workshop
This three-day workshop is taught by renowned designer and entrepreneur Rachael Taylor.
You will learn essential techniques in illustration and pattern design that are inspired-by-nature,
whilst also giving you valuable insights in how to succeed commercially in your career.
Throughout the workshop you will be taking the time to get to know your drawing practice, as well
as learning from other creative people in a communal setting. The drawings you create will be a
foundation for personal discovery and self-expression, incorporating elements of mindfulness and
art therapy through drawing techniques.
Rachael will help guide you as you develop your skills, learn new ways to approach motif-making
and take on a variety of new creative tasks.
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why take this workshop?
Top 6 reasons to join us:

1
2

4
5

Take the remarkable opportunity to study with a worldwide commercial designer and creative teacher who is
dedicated to helping you find your unique creative
expression.

Whether you are a new
or professional
creator, a hobbyist
doodler or a lover of
natural inspiration,
Rachael’s teaching will
inspire, delight, and
motivate you.
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Enjoy a perfect blend
of creative development
and immersion in the
natural world, while
exploring clayhill arts
gorgeous countryside
location.

Take the chance to relax and rejuvenate and take time just
for yourself. use this special time to just focus on your
creativity and shut out other distractions.

Network, chat and make
new friends with
like-minded and
like-hearted creatives
and become part of a
supportive and
encouraging community.
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Learn new creative
skills as you participate
in a diverse programme
of drawing and
mark-making exercises
as well as mindful and
sensory projects that
will enrich your
artistic mind and soul.
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the schedule
DAY ONE:
Introductory talk, tour of grounds, drawing exercises etc
>> Warm up drawing exercises
>> Group drawing exercises
>> Nature-based walk and outdoor drawing exercises
>> Q&A and work review with Rachael with more drawing time
DAY TWO:
Flower gathering and drawing
>> Talk and presentation by Rachael on the power of drawing, colour and design
>> Collecting, arranging and photographing flowers from Clayhill’s flower garden
>> Nature-inspired portfolio presentation by Rachael
>> Drawing exercises based on inspiration gathered from gardens and the previous day
DAY THREE:
Q&A, group review of work, industry/licensing talks etc.
>> Brand, product and licensing presentation by Rachael
>> Creative, mindful and sensory drawing exercises
>> Last day creative tasks and drawing exercises
>> Work review and Q&A with Rachael
**SOCIAL DISTANCING**
Safety is paramount at Clayhill Arts and they have taken a number of precautions at
their venue to ensure your safety. During this course, Rachael will be making use of a
camera and AV equipment to explore the intricacies of the craft to safely instruct your
own work at a safe 2m distance.
For complete guidance, click here.
Please note that the schedule is subject to change and weather permitting.
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EXAMPLES
OF Rachael’s
NATURE-BASED
DESIGNS
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EXAMPLES
OF rachael’s
NATURE-BASED
PRODUCTS
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venue & location
A tranquil, stylish and unique spot which is perfect to escape the stresses of everyday life,
Clayhill Arts is situated 4 miles outside of the historic market town of Bridgwater, in the
heart of an 140-acre arable farm in Somerset.
Converted from a series of old farm buildings, Clayhill Arts is a multipurpose facility
offering accommodation, on-site catering, meeting and presentation spaces as well as
workshop facilities.
There is much to explore at Clayhill Arts with 8 acres of gardens, lakes and English
countryside as well as a cinema barn, converted granary with banqueting table, artist
workshops and conference facilities.
Clayhill Arts
Charlynch Lane
Bridgwater
Somerset TA5 2PH
Please don't hesitate to contact
the team at Clayhill Arts:
info@clayhillarts.co.uk
01278 256596
Accessibility:
Clayhill Arts host a fully accessible bedroom with en-suite wet room. Additionally, all
communal areas are wheelchair accessible. A mobility lift has been installed, as well as
mobility apparatus in the toilets.
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TESTIMONIALS
Testimonials for Rachael Taylor’s teaching and coaching:
“If not for Rachael’s teaching, I would not be on the path that I am today. From technical
instruction to creative inspiration, Rachael has a teaching style that is upbeat and
enthusiastic, provides a solid overview of the practicalities of working in surface
pattern design, all while encouraging her students to appreciate where they are in their
own journeys. I find myself repeating some of Rachael’s sayings […], including “don’t
compare your beginning to someone else’s middle”. Rachael’s encouraging and
inclusionary attitude, her reminders that there is truly a place for everyone in this
business, and that by bringing your own approach to it, your work will naturally be
unique, is an inspiration - and also a road map to achieving success in the field.”
- Amy McCoy
“My mentoring call with Rachael was invaluable [...]. Not only did she provide practical
advice (she really does know her stuff!), but she was also super encouraging and really
helped to boost my confidence. Her passion for helping other creatives to succeed in
their chosen path was evident throughout our whole conversation. I don't think I've
ever known any professional to be so generous with their time and knowledge. We all
know Rachael to be a highly professional and successful creative, but she is also is
approachable, honest and sincere... with bags of enthusiasm to boot!”
- Cat Christopherson
“I started my day today in a most splendid way with receiving such sage advice [...].
I received all of this and much more from the amazing ultra-talented Rachael Taylor.
I gained a confidence with our live session I hadn’t had before to finally jump out of the
nest to see if I can fly [...]. I just have to spread out my wings now and leap. Thank you
so ever much Rachael. [...] I’m still squealing with joy over here I tell you!” - Leah Quinn
Testimonials for clayhill arts:
“An impressive, luxurious retreat for creative practitioners. Clayhill Arts has the space
and comfort to think in a beautiful, restful and rural setting with no compromise on
comfort.” - AMY & OLIVER THOMAS-IRVINE
“Clayhill Arts was a very welcome change of scenery to my otherwise urban setting.
I felt calmed yet invigorated by the surroundings. The main space is wonderfully
considered and very versatile - an ideal space for creativity and dynamic discussion.
I left on the Sunday feeling energised and inspired by the experience of staying at
Clayhill.” - RACHEL JONES-JONES
“As an artist retreat, the venue at Clayhill Arts provided a warm and welcoming
environment, allowing a safe and constructive space where individuals creative needs
can be met.” - ANNA BEST
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booking & PRICING
>> inspired by nature: DRAWING FOR pattern design
workshop only: £350
>> includes:

The workshop and refreshments throughout the day and a home-cooked lunch which is
freshly prepared in their Granary kitchen. Please advise Clayhill Arts of any dietary
requirements before arrival.

>> inspired by nature: drawing for pattern design
workshop + accomodation: £510
>> includes:

The workshop, private room with en-suite, linen towels and bathroom products. A
continental breakfast is also included along with lunch, evening meals and refreshments throughout your stay. Again please advise Clayhill any dietary requirements.

payment plan:

Clayhill Arts do have a payment plan set up, so that you can spread the cost of the course
over the next 4 months. You will find the option for doing this as you enter the checkout
page on their website.

>> BOOK HERE <<

terms & conditions
CANCELLATION POLICY:
If you have to cancel your booking please notify Clayhill Arts by email or phone as soon as
possible. For cancellations made more than two weeks before the start of the course/event,
any fees paid will be refunded. No refunds can be made to those who cancel within two
weeks of the course/event or fail to attend a course for its full duration. Clayhill
recommend that participants take out travel insurance to account for any emergencies
that may occur within this two week period if needed.
CANCELLATION OF COURSES BY CLAYHILL:
Should the course/event be cancelled at short notice, you will be notified as soon as
possible.
www.clayhillarts.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/
www.clayhillarts.co.uk/privacy-policy/
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ACCOMODATION

Accommodation can be provided with this course. All of the bedrooms at Clayhill are
private and en-suite so you will have your own space to retreat to and relax in after
spending your day in the Studio. They will provide you with your own towels, linen and
bathroom products for use throughout your stay and you can enjoy the extensive grounds
well into the evening. If you do choose to stay with Clayhill all evening meals, breakfast and
lunches will also be provided. Each room also has its own tea and coffee making facilities
and outdoor seating area.
WIFI is available throughout the complex, heating and hot water is supplied by biomass
technology, electricity by solar technology and all of the water around the site is fed by a
natural spring.
If you have specific requirements for your room, please let Clayhill know at the time of
booking and they will do their upmost to accommodate.
Clayhill also have an onsite laundry should you need to use these facilities during your
stay.
Their 4 double rooms have been converted from a series of old cattle sheds. They retain
characterful features such as exposed wooden roof timbers and stone walls. Their 4 twin
rooms have been converted from an old milking parlour which are slightly more modern in
style, having been finished with illustrative wallpapers.
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links & extra information
Links:

>> BOOK HERE <<
Rachael Taylor: www.rachaeltaylordesigns.com
Clayhill Arts: www.clayhillarts.co.uk
Parking and travel information:
Address: Clayhill Arts, Charlynch Lane, Bridgwater, Somerset TA5 2PH
Parking: Clayhill does have a car park available with 15 spaces with room elsewhere
should all spots be filled and Clayhill are notified.
FINDING CLAYHILL ARTS:
Please don't hesitate to contact the team Clayhill Arts, they are situated 4 miles outside of
the historic market town of Bridgwater, Somerset.
Easily accessible from the motorway - it is 15 minutes from the M5 (J23/J24), 30 mins
from Taunton and 2.5 hrs from London via the A303.
It is also only 50 mins from both Bristol and Exeter airports.
By train, Bridgwater station is 10 minutes away and Taunton station 30 minutes.
Use local taxi firm Broadway Taxis: 01278 422442 from the station, or make your way to
Bridgwater Bus station and take the number 14 service to Cannington.
The nearest stop to Clayhill Arts is at the bottom of Sandford Hill where it is a 15 minute
walk, heading over the roundabout onto Charlynch Lane.
Contact:
For information about booking, pricing, Clayhill Arts, the venue or location:
info@clayhillarts.co.uk | www.clayhillarts.co.uk/contact-us/
Phone: 01278 256596
For information about Rachael Taylor and the workshop content:
kelly@rachaeltaylordesigns.co.uk
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